such that there are likely to be more, fewer, or different genetic variants among their progeny. 12 Second, there may be an effect of genetic background, such that the exact same set of mutations in the offspring of two organisms would impact their survival and reproduction in different ways due to genetic interactions with other evolved DNA sequence changes. 13 Both types of evolvability differences have been found to arise spontaneously and determine long-term outcomes in experimental populations of adapting microorganisms.
14 What is a biological engineer to do when faced with the prospect of seemingly inevitable and unpredictable evolution of their carefully designed device? We posit that many synthetic biology efforts would benefit from taking one of two perspectives. First, evolution may be regarded as a nuisance parameter unique to biology that leads to unexpected variation in the function of genetically engineered machines and eventual malfunction over time. 5, 6 Therefore, designed DNA sequences and host organisms should be made robust to this failure mode by minimizing error rates in genetic transmission and preventing certain evolutionary trajectories. Second, evolution may be regarded as a useful tool for optimizing the function of complex biological systems or for discovering variants of genetic parts with new properties. 15 With these objectives in mind, living systems should be rationally engineered for increased evolvability by expanding the sequence space that can be explored or by creating specific types of genetic variation that are more likely to be beneficial for tuning or rewiring devices than random spontaneous mutations.
In this review, we discuss the first of these two perspectives on the relationship of evolution and synthetic biology: how the evolutionary potential of biological devices deployed in microorganisms can be reduced by engineering approaches. We do not discuss non-genetic sources of cell-to-cell phenotypic variability (e.g., stochastic gene expression) that introduce another source of variation that can confound the reliable function of biological systems. 16, 17 microchemostats because it became largely nonfunctional within the number of cell division required to achieve a normal bacterial culture size. 25 In these situations, where mutations stochastically degrade the information in carefully planned synthetic biology devices and selection exponentially amplifies failures, one would like to stop or at least slow evolution. Conceptually, the simplest way to accomplish this aim is to lower the rates at which mutations that compromise devices arise in the first place. Genome-wide spontaneous mutation rates in microorganisms are thought to have been optimized by natural selection to balance: (i) the genetic load associated with generating offspring with deleterious or lethal mutations at some rate, (ii) the cost of encoding and expressing various DNA proofreading and repair activities, and (iii) the rare possibility that a new mutation is beneficial to a cell's fitness and enables its offspring to survive competition in the long term. 26, 12 Synthetic biologists are not necessarily bound by these evolutionary trade-offs; they are free to manipulate mutation rates within the realm of biochemical possibility in ways that might never survive natural selection. Most obviously, one can choose DNA sequences to encode a device that are less prone to mutations or reduce the mutation rate globally within a chassis organism by manipulating its DNA copying and repair mechanisms. A second way to potentially prevent the evolutionary degradation of engineered biological systems is to functionally couple or overlap the DNA sequence encoding genetic parts with information for some activity that is required for cell survival, such that at least some mutations that result in loss of the engineered function are no longer favored by selection. Finally, it may also be possible to reduce the genetic and metabolic cost of maintaining any generic device in a host organism by eliminating unnecessary components from its genome or by utilizing an orthogonal gene expression or signaling system.
Choosing DNA sequences for devices
The most direct approach to decrease the evolvability of a synthetic biology device is to lower the rate at which new mutations appear in its DNA sequence as the host cell reproduces. DNA sequences may experience chemical damage and mistakes as they are copied from generation to generation, and microbial cells encode a variety of repair mechanisms to correct these errors before they are inherited as mutations. 27, 28 The chance of a DNA base mutating in the E. coli genome is 2×10 -10 per cell division, on average. 29, 30 This roughly works out to just one new base-substitution mutation appearing in the entire E. coli genome every 1000 cell divisions, and similarly low rates have been found for yeast and other microbes. 31, 32 The chance of a mutation causing an insertion or deletion of a base is approximately one-tenth this rate, and other types of errors are typically even rarer. [30] [31] [32] Despite this high overall level of genetic stability, certain sites within a genome are more prone to mutations and experience greatly elevated mutation rates. 27 The result can be a staggeringly uneven distribution of mutations within an engineered DNA construct; it is not unusual for one or several hotspots to dominate the mutations that inactivate a reporter gene (Fig. 3) . 33 Because different DNA sequences can be used to construct identical or equivalent biological devices in most cases, carefully choosing which sequences to use can be a straightforward way to increase the evolutionary reliability of a biological device.
Genetic parts in synthetic biology are ideally abstracted as modules that can be composed into different and more complex devices on the basis of their performance characteristics. 34 However, when multiple copies of the same part are present within a DNA molecule, they create a hotspot for deletion mutations due to errors during DNA replication that skip from one copy to the next or due to homologous recombination processes that can excise the sequence between direct sequence repeats (Fig. 4a) . 35, 28 One of the first studies to characterize the genetic reliability of a biological device used a quorum sensing system that induced green fluorescent protein (GFP) expression in response to the addition of exogenous homoserine lactone. 1 This device had an evolutionary half-life of <100 cell doublings and was always found to be inactivated by a deletion mediated by two copies of an exact 183-base sequence that was present because the same transcriptional terminator part was used twice in its construction. As expected if the cost of protein expression favored selection for malfunctioning variants, the device was less genetically reliable when GFP expression was induced to a higher level. 1, 23 Further studies of this receiver-and-reporter device demonstrated that altering one copy of the terminator sequence could extend its evolutionary half-live when strongly induced from ~30 to ~120 generations. 23 This improvement was coincident with a complete shift in the types of inactivating mutations observed, from deletions of the entire GFP reporter system to various smaller deletions, transposon insertions, and point mutations. In other inducible expression devices, repeated copies of transcription factor binding sites (operator sequences) consisting of 18-20 bases led to similar deletion hotspots that were not present when using constitutive promoters without repeats. 23 Deletions mediated by sequence repeats also dominated the inactivating mutations observed in a three-color reporter plasmid engineered so that visible color changes could be used as read-out of the relative genetic stability of several inducible reporter genes at the same time. 36 In summary, the genetic reliability of a device can often be increased several fold by avoiding the re-use of the exact same genetic part and any exact sequence repeats in a designed sequence of more than ~10 bases. Large combinatorial libraries of common parts, such as transcription and translation initiation sites 37 and transcriptional termintors 38 are increasingly being characterized. One should theoretically be able to pick distinct sequences with the same performance characteristics from these collections to avoid the use of identical sequences in device construction, thereby improving evolutionary reliability without compromising the predictability of engineered functions.
Other types of mutational hotspots depend primarily on the local composition of neighboring DNA bases. For example, expansion or contraction of simple sequence repeats, consisting of tandem copies of several bases (Fig. 3) or a single base (Fig. 4b) , can occur with very high rates approaching once every 10 generations due to DNA polymerase slipping during replication.
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These mutations may commonly inactivate engineered devices by introducing frameshift mutations in protein open reading frames. In general, repeats of ≥4 of the same base experience detectably elevated rates, and instability increases in a predictable fashion for longer repeat sequence units and for more copies of a given repeat. 30, 31, 40 Other local hotspots may arise due to host processes that chemically alter DNA for chromosomal maintenance (Fig. 4c) . For example, the Dcm and Dam enzymes of E. coli methylate DNA bases in the context of specific 4-5 base sites. A side effect of Dcm function is that spontaneous chemical deamination of the product 5-methylcytosine produces the DNA base thymine. When this occurs, it cannot be recognized as damaged and leads to a mutation. Dam methylation also leads to an increased mutation rate, but by a different mechanism. Methylated bases in these two types of sites experience 3-to 5-fold elevated chances of mutations relative to other bases. 30 Mutational hotspots caused by simple sequence repeats and methylation sites can typically be relatively easily designed against, by altering codon choice within protein open reading frame, for example.
Reducing host mutation rates
While employing design principles such as those outlined above in choosing the sequences of DNA devices can be useful for avoiding obvious sources of genetic unreliability, at some point mutation rates may be more effectively addressed at the level of the host machinery. Several efforts aiming to reduce, clean, and/or refactor microbial genomes have included systematic changes to tame their evolutionary potential. One example is that common cloning strains of E.
coli (e.g., TOP10, DH5α) are recA -, and therefore lack a major cellular pathway for homologous recombination. This engineered change to the chassis is thought to allow more stable maintenance of plasmids by eliminating this potential type of inactivating mutation. 41 More ambitious efforts to reduce the rates of inactivating mutations in a host strain have tackled genetic changes caused by selfish DNA elements and by point mutations.
Transposons are mobile DNA elements that have the ability to autonomously replicate and insert copies of themselves at new sites in a genome. New copies of insertion sequence (IS) elements, bacterial transposons which contain only the genes required for self-replication, have been found to accumulate at a rate comparable to that of other types of mutations during laboratory evolution experiments 42, 19 . The relatively high rate of these events makes them a common cause of mutations that inactivate synthetic biology devices when a new transposon copy inserts into and interrupts a gene (Fig. 3) . 23, 43 Eliminating this source of evolutionary instability is conceptually simple: delete all copies of self-replicating mobile elements from a genome (Fig. 5a) . Indeed, one of the first systematic programs to improve a host organism chassis included the step-wise removal of the nearly 50 native IS elements from the E. coli K-12 strain MG1655 genome. 44 The observation that five new IS copies appeared during this lengthy genome editing process that also had to be eliminated underscores their mutagenic potential.
The resulting clean-genome MDS42 strain was shown to be completely free of inactivating mutations caused by IS activity. 44 Consequently, it was better able to stably propagate plasmids encoding intact copies of a toxic protein that was rapidly inactivated by IS insertions in other E.
coli hosts. 45 MDS42, with or without further knockout of recA, has also been shown to be superior to other host strains of E. coli for maintaining the genetic integrity of plasmids containing lentiviral DNA sequences flanked by 183-bp long terminal repeats that lead to the elimination of the intervening sequences. 46 The native transposons of yeast (Ty elements) are similarly being eliminated during refactoring the yeast chromosomes, 47 and the development of transposon-less versions of additional organisms in the future is likely to produce chassis with improved genetic reliability for a variety of biotechnology applications.
Point mutations affecting one or a few DNA bases are perhaps the most challenging mutations to prevent because they can result from so many different types of DNA damage and/or the action of different DNA repair pathways. Nevertheless, the overall mutation rate of strain MDS42 has been decreased a further ~50% by additional engineering. 48 To understand how this improvement was achieved, one must first be aware that E. coli induces three auxiliary DNA polymerases that lack proofreading subunits in response to DNA damage and other stresses. 49 Deleting these error-prone polymerases (PolB, DinB, UmuDC) to create strain MDS42pdu decreased the rate of spontaneous point mutations in a reporter gene under both stressful and non-stressful growth conditions 48 . This effect was attributed to the error-prone polymerases competing with processes able to repair the same types of DNA lesions with higher fidelity (Fig. 5b) , under the hypothesis that stress-induced mutagenesis mediated by these enzymes has evolved to increase bacterial evolvability. 50 However, the same result would also be observed if certain lethal DNA lesions require repair by this mutagenic pathway. If the pathway is not functional, this very rare but highly mutated sub-population is eliminated and does not contribute to genetic variation in the population in the MDS42pdu strain.
Is it possible to achieve even lower mutation rates in microbial chassis? It is not always obvious what source of DNA damage leads to the most mutations, and the dominant source of mutations may vary with environmental conditions 27 . Therefore, multiple DNA repair and proofreading activities may need to be engineered simultaneously to observe any appreciable reduction in evolvability. Mutations in the main DNA polymerases used to replicate the E. coli genome that are able to compensate for the loss of DNA repair processes have been discovered. 51 These antimutator polymerases can decreases the mutation rates in hypermutator strains that have a defect in a DNA repair process by as much as 100-fold. While this magnitude of improvement is not maintained when these mutations are transferred into a wild-type strain background with intact DNA repair mechanisms, at least one antimutator version of DNA polymerase III has been shown to reduce the mutability of wild-type E. coli by 30-50%. 52 Overexpression of DNA repair proteins can also potentially reduce mutation rates if the types of damage they address make up a large proportion of the spontaneous mutations under relevant environmental conditions. The complexity of these interactions between environment and different mutagenic processes can be seen from a few representative studies. Overexpression of the MutL protein, one of the components of methyl-directed mismatch repair in E. coli reduced mutation rates, but only in stationary phase after cells stopped replicating. 53 Overexpression of MutS and MutH, other components involved in the same repair pathway, did not have this effect.
Interestingly, overexpression of NudG, a MutT-like enzyme that hydrolyzes free nucleotides with bases that have experienced oxidative damage so that they are not incorporated into DNA during genome replication, reduced E. coli mutation rates by roughly 50% under many Metabolic and regulatory networks may also exhibit genetic robustness due to their topological organization and the presence of redundant connections. 62, 63 One straightforward way to introduce redundancy into an engineered device would be to include duplicate copies of the same gene or two copies of genes with equivalent function in its design. The clearest current demonstration of this approach is a more general method for producing up to ~40 stable copies of an entire engineered DNA construct in the E. coli chromosome. 64 This method involves inserting the designed gene cassette flanked by exact repeat sequences into the genome and selecting for amplification of a weak antibiotic resistance gene included in this cassette to favor the formation of many tandem copies of the entire cassette in one genome via homologous recombination. Finally, one knocks out the recA gene in the host so that the array of DNA copies is stabilized (will not collapse due to homologous recombination causing deletions, as discussed above). Using this procedure greatly increased the genetic reliability of a polyhydroxybutyrate biosynthetic pathway from ~10 generations when encoded on a plasmid to >100 generations. 64 Presumably, it would now take the accumulation of many separate point mutations to inactivate half the chromosomal copies of the pathway. It is important to note that although devices encoded on most plasmids used in synthetic biology are already present in multiple copies per cell, this setup does not confer the same type of genetic robustness; a highly beneficial mutation that occurs in one copy of the plasmid can rapidly assort to be present in all plasmid copies in a descendant cell due to the random segregation of plasmids into daughter cells.
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Constraining device evolution
Another way to engineer reduced evolvability by altering the effects of mutations is to link maintenance of a desired function to a trait required for survival of the host organism, effectively making it costly to lose rather than to maintain an engineered function. This situation can be engineered by designing architectures where a component required for expressing a gene important for device function is also required for expressing a gene that confers a property that is beneficial to host fitness such as antibiotic resistance (Fig. 6a) . In this setup, mutations in the shared components have been converted from mutations that increase host fitness to ones that will be selected against (when antibiotic is present). In a study that tested designs where GFP and a kanamycin resistance gene shared a transcriptional promoter or were fused together into one reading frame, a subtle but not statistically significant increase in evolutionary lifetime of GFP expression was observed when kanamycin was present. 23 The marginal utility of this approach in this case may have been due to the presence of mutations in the shared promoter that lowered GFP expression but maintained sufficient kanamycin resistance for cells to survive or due to the possibility of mutations in the host chromosome that affected antibiotic resistance. Therefore, further work is needed to validate this strategy for increasing evolutionary stability.
One can take this approach of decreasing the effective deleterious mutation target size one step further by designing multifunctional parts, such that a mutation that causes loss of a desired, yet costly activity also causes the loss of a function required for survival. This has been shown to work to a limited extent in an example of a bi-directional promoter (Fig. 6b) where the half-life of GFP expression from an engineered construct was increased from ~45 generations to ~80
generations by selecting for co-expression of an antibiotic resistance gene. 43 The types of mutations that inactivated the construct also changed: from deletions between repeat sequences that removed a promoter element necessary for transcription in both directions to mutations that inserted transposable elements specifically disrupting expression of the GFP reporter gene. The development of multi-functionality more generally in a single protein would further constrain evolution, but may be technically challenging. As there will always be some mutations that can inactivate just one of the two overlapped functions, the usefulness of this strategy to reduce evolvability may be limited to specific circumstances.
Streamlining host genomes
The goal of reducing the evolvability of an organism is to increase the predictability of how engineered genetic constructs behave in a given cellular background in the face of mutations.
Even with detailed knowledge of the topology of a regulatory network with well defined parts, it can be difficult to predict the performance of genetic circuits in cells, 65 and these predictions may be confounded by the complexity of potential interactions with cellular components that are active in the host chassis. To reduce genetic complexity and subsequently increase the predictability of imported device performance -both immediately and after mutations In addition to reducing the chances that mutations to nonessential cellular processes might impact an engineered system, streamlining the genome can also potentially prevent the reactivation of latent gene products that could degrade the function of an engineered design. In E.
coli K12, ~38% of genes are annotated as hypothetical without a known function. 72 Many genes in this set may be mutationally inactivated pseudogenes 73 or otherwise cryptic genes 74 that are not normally expressed under lab conditions, but whose expression could have significant effects on cellular physiology and the function of engineered DNA devices. These genes can be reactivated for an adaptive benefit by mutations that disrupt their repression 75 , by the movement of transposons that can function as mobile promoters 76 , or by chromosomal rearrangements that place them under control of other promoters. 77 
Engineering orthogonality
The burden that an engineered device imposes on a host organism may arise because it perturbs native cellular processes or because it makes demands on shared cellular resources. One can potentially reduce the fitness cost of a device, and consequently increase its evolutionary reliability, by minimizing these types of unwanted crosstalk. Signal transduction and gene expression are notable examples of biological processes that have been engineered in this manner to create systems that are 'orthogonal' to host components. 79 This goal is often accomplished in synthetic biology by some combination of transplanting genetic parts between disparate species, structure-guided re-design of protein components, and directed evolution. New variants of sensors and genetic circuit elements that can orthogonally transduce signals without interfering with normal cellular pathways have been created by these methods. 80, 81 Devices that rely on orthogonal transcription and translation systems for gene expression will not sequester host machinery away from essential host processes or express genes without the direct control of the orthogonal components. For example, bacteriophage T7 RNA polymerase (RNAP) recognizes a heterologous promoter that may be used to express synthetic constructs while minimally affecting transcription of host genes. 82 Directed evolution approaches have diversified 83 and greatly improved the function of T7 RNAP as a tightly controlled orthogonal expression system. 84 Orthogonal variants of E. coli ribosomes that will only translate distinct mRNA pools carrying altered translation initiation sequences have also been engineered. 85 Since these systems require additional genetic parts to be added to a cell (e.g., T7 RNAP), they create new opportunities for a biological device under their control to be inactivated: by mutations in the gene expression system itself. Therefore, it remains to be seen under what circumstances their potential to reduce the fitness burden of an engineered device -by not sequestering native polymerases and ribosomes needed for proper expression of host genes or by more tightly repressing the costly expression of biological devices when they are not in use -outweighs this increased mutational hazard and leads to greater evolutionary stability.
Conclusions
Over billions of years, evolution has found efficient solutions to myriad biochemical challenges.
This history provides synthetic biologists with a wealth of genetic parts to draw from, and examples of how to repurpose and improve these tools even further. However, when synthetic biologists take over from where evolution left off tinkering 86 and begin designing their own systems and expecting predictable and reliable behaviors, evolution can become a nuisance. The studies discussed here have shown that it is possible to design the DNA sequences of devices in ways that extend their evolutionary lifetimes and to improve the host organism chassis in which these devices are deployed to slow the appearance of mutations that break engineered systems.
The unpredictability of biological evolution is one of the primary reasons that the risk of genetically engineered organisms is difficult to assess. Rational modifications to microorganisms that reduce evolvability can be used to extend the useful lifetimes of kill switches and reduce the frequencies of mutants that escape other types of laboratory biocontainment to reduce this risk. 87 We anticipate that a synthetic biologist who is savvy to the effects of evolution on her or his device will soon routinely use a combination of improved chassis organisms and computer-aided design programs that perform not only functions such as optimizing codon usage for efficient protein expression, but systematically design against sequences that are genetically unstable.
In the future, we speculate that synthetic biologists may even be able to replace DNA with genetic molecules that are more chemically stable. This leap will likely first occur by importing orthogonal genetic systems into cells where information in a non-DNA plasmid is replicated and transcribed by dedicated polymerases created by directed evolution. 88, 89 This area of synthetic genetics may be one place where the top-down genetic engineering discipline of synthetic biology discussed here intersects with the branch that extrapolates from synthetic organic chemistry to build complex life-like systems from the ground up. 90 Although there are clearly ethical issues and technical challenges with editing the sequence and function of the human genome on a large scale, it may become possible in the not-so-distant future to achieve reduced mutation rates in humans with great medical benefits. Re-engineering known fragile sequences in the human genome, or perhaps administering anti-evolutionary drugs that 'overclock' native DNA repair processes, could reduce the incidence of inherited genetic diseases and neoplastic cancers, 91 for example. At its most basic level, an organism's evolutionary potential (or evolvability) is its capacity for producing viable offspring with genetic variation. Evolvability is often used to refer more specifically to the relative chances of accessing mutations or pathways consisting of multiple mutational steps that produce a beneficial change in the fitness of an organism, such that it can more rapidly reproduce or better survive to outcompete its progenitor. Different DNA sequences and host organism chassis can be used to engineer biological systems with similar or identical properties. Some of these choices may be more or less evolvable by two general mechanisms.
Figure Captions
First, there may be different rates of mutations in the genetic information used to encode two systems with the same function. Second, the same set of mutations may affect the properties of two systems with the same function in different ways. In the context of synthetic biology, it may be useful to reduce evolvability when mutations that inactivate an engineered biological device
give the host organism a selective fitness advantage, such that malfunctioning systems rapidly take over a population of cells after they evolve. Certain DNA sequence sites result in DNA methylation by enzymes in common E. coli strains.
In the case of Dcm methylation, the resultant 5-methyl cytosine can spontaneously deaminate directly to thymidine, leading to an increased mutation rate at these sites that cannot be repaired. 92, 30 Avoiding sites recognized by these methylases or that are prone to other types of chemical damage can decrease the overall rates of inactivating base substitution mutations. damage. After a cell experiences DNA damage creating a genomic lesion, these error-prone mechanisms may compete with alternative pathways to repair the damage, or certain types of DNA damage may only be repairable by these mechanisms. By deleting the error-prone DNA polymerases, the rare cells that typically experience these types of damage under laboratory conditions either will have the damage repaired by high-fidelity mechanisms or will not survive.
In either case, the overall mutation rate of the bacterial population is reduced. 
